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olar energy, for the past decade,
has proven its promise by serving
as the leading source of clean
energy: helping to ease our species
away from our addiction to fossil
fuels. However, one negative aspect
of converting all energy production
to clean energy is implementation.
Massive collections of solar panels
can be difficult to assemble,
particularly when little space is
available. However, scientists at
Ubiquitous Energy have recently
developed solar concentrators that
are completely transparent, as thin
as laminate, and nearly as effective
as any other solar panel. Unlike
other solar panels, which absorb
energy from photons emitted
within the visible light spectrum,
these transparent luminescent solar
concentrators (TLSC) consist of
organic salts that absorb specific nonvisible wavelengths, i.e., ultraviolet
and infrared light. Once light has been
absorbed, photons are redirected
toward the edge of the plastic
where thin strips of conventional
photovoltaic solar cells convert said
energy into electricity. Currently, the
prototype TLSC has an efficiency
of roughly 1%. However, in time
Ubiquitous Energy believes they
can reach an efficiency of 10%. Just
imagine, energy-producing windows,
battery-charging windshields, or even
self-charging iPhones. Oh my!

E

T

he Laser Interferometer Gravitational
Waves Observatory, or LIGO, an
international consortium of 83 universities
and over a thousand scientists, recently
confirmed Einstein’s last untested and
most profound prediction of General
Relativity: gravitational waves. This
discovery is already being hailed as one
of modern science’s great achievements,
but what comes next?
Being able to directly observe
gravitational waves does put to rest
any lingering doubt about Einstein’s
General Theory of Relativity, but more
importantly it will open up a new window
of observation into the universe. In
1609, Galileo first used the telescope
to probe the night sky, giving humanity
new perspective on what were still
mysterious, heavenly bodies. In 1932, Karl
Janksy created the first operational radio
telescope, reinventing the way in which
humanity observes the universe around
us. Now, a new epoch is upon us, the age
of gravitational wave astronomy. With
the first direct detection of gravitation
waves came an observation of a never
before seen phenomenon, a binary black
hole merger, and many more expected
and wholly unexpected observations are
predicted to follow. Humankind’s ear just
tuned in to a new cosmic frequency; the
future could not be brighter.
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l Niño, and its counterpart, La Niña,
are the warm and cool phases of the
El-Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO), a
naturally occurring climatic phenomenon
that disturbs global weather patterns. The
strength of the 2015-2016 El Niño rivals
that observed in 1997-1998 and 19821983. In an El Niño year, the surface water
of the Equatorial Pacific expands from
west to east, and low surface easterly
winds weaken. El Niño increases rainfall
over California, but leaves Indonesia dry
and susceptible to fires. The effects El
Niño reaches as far as even India (warm
and weakened monsoon rains), Japan
(warm), and Southwestern Africa (warm
and dry). The extreme warmth in the
Equatorial Pacific surface water causes
coral bleaching events and stress on
marine ecosystems. Further, greenhouse
warming may be increasing the severity
and frequency of El Niño events, which
occur on a 2-7 year cycle. Due to the
global impact of El Niño, its consequences
— tropical cyclones, bushfires, floods,
and fires — when combined with human
pollution, will plague agricultural
productivity and ecosystem health. Just
last fall in Indonesia, fires set to clear the
land for planting spread uncontrollably,
because the dry soil during El Niño years
is particularly inflammable. In addition
to crippling Indonesia’s economy by $16
billion, the disaster trapped endangered
orangutan in burning forests and caused
many cases of respiratory problems.
Although fires are being detected once
again in Indonesia in late February, it is
likely that El Niño will soon shift to the
cool La Niña phase, and therefore relieve
the region.
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H

ypovolemic shock occurs when
the human body experiences
excessive blood loss, which leads to
organ failure and can lead to death.
Often, in developing countries or on
the battlefield, immediate help is not
always available or possible, which is
why many civilians and soldiers can
lose their lives. The Israeli company,
Core Scientific Solutions, provided
an innovative method to address
this issue. They call their innovation
WoundClot, which is made from
regenerated cellulose. They use the
regenerated cellulose because it is
able to change its structure in order to
create a kind of gelatinous membrane.
The reason this is an effective
temporary treatment is because
the bandage creates a membrane,
restricting further blood loss and
preventing hypovolemic shock.
Regenerate cellulose is made from
cellulose, one of the world’s most
abundant polymers. Cellulose makes
up the cell wall of plants and is
even used to make paper – however,
through polymer spinning, regenerate
cellulose gains certain properties
such as the proposed clotting ability
that WoundClot utilizes. Needless
to say these Israeli doctors are
changing the course of emergency
care giving back lives in times of
trauma.
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Constructing a Brain
from Scratch

Columbia Science Review

Welcome to Columbia Science Review!
Thanks for picking up a copy of our publication.

F

ounded in 2003, Columbia Science Review (CSR) is a
student-run publication and organization that strives to
spread scientific literacy and understanding in the Columbia
community and beyond. When CSR was founded, many
science groups existed at Columbia University, but there
was no science publication that sought to bring science and
the general public closer. Therefore, CSR founded a science
publication that was created by and for the Columbia
community. Due to the jargon and technicalities inherent
in scientific writing, science articles are often difficult to
understand and frustrating to read. Therefore, CSR aims to
publish easy-to-read articles that can be understood by an
audience of various backgrounds.
Each semester, CSR’s members and writers strive
to increase knowledge and awareness of science and
technology in the Columbia community. In addition to our
entirely student produced publication, we plan science
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events to share our knowledge and love of science,
focusing on how it relates to our everyday lives. This year,
we held many successful events, including a tour and
speaker event at the American Museum of Natural History,
a speaker event with New York Times science reporter
Kenneth Chang, and a dry ice study break (with carbonated
fruit and miracle berries). Our annual homemade ice cream
making at Glass House Rocks is always a hit!
In addition to these events, which are catered to
Columbia students, CSR has made a recent push to
expand the definition of “Columbia community” to beyond
the students and faculty of Columbia University. CSR
acknowledges and welcomes the surrounding New York
City neighborhoods into the scientific community by
putting on science shows for elementary students from
nearby public schools and by inviting families to come to
our public events like stargazing on Low Steps. To expand
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our reach, CSR has developed partnerships with existing
organizations both on campus and in nearby communities
such as Mexican American Students Alliance, One-To-One
Tutoring, Double Discovery Center, and HYPOTHEkids.
Inspired by our university’s global presence, Columbia
Science Review has begun pushing the boundaries of
how we spread science, from expanding our audience to
revolutionizing the ways we share scientific information.
“Spread Science,” established in 2009, is the blog
counterpart of CSR’s publication and allows CSR to have
global reach, garnering views from over 120 countries and 6
continents. This blog was created by CSR editorial members
to communicate science through a medium that allows
readers to stay easily connected to the innovations and
discoveries of the scientific world. In addition to simplifying
confusing and complicated science into understandable
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language, Spread Science’s columnists seek to view science
through a unique lens. CSR and the Spread Science staff
encourage readers to not only learn scientific ideas, but
also to contemplate and apply these ideas during aspects
of everyday life. In addition, last spring CSR launched a
brand new component of the Columbia Science Review: the
“Spread Science” video series. We live in a new era in which
the rapid advent of technology allows for convenient and
creative means of communication, one example being online
videos. The “Spread Science” video series was thus founded
as a way to spread science through a visual and much more
intimate online platform, while simultaneously highlighting
some of Columbia University’s brightest student researchers.
To read the Spread Science blog, watch “Spread Science”
videos, and learn more about our events, please visit us at
ColumbiaScienceReview.com.
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Letters From the
EIC & President
In today’s society, we test everyone for everything. Starting in elementary school, children are
tested for academic achievement and earn grades based on their scores. Professionals take
L_HTPUH[PVUZPUVYKLY[VTLL[Z[HUKHYKZHUK[VWYHJ[PJLPU[OLPYYLZWLJ[P]LÄLSKZ>LHYL[LZ[LK
to measure ourselves, the schools we attend, and the places we come from. Standardized
tests are even used to compare countries based on their scholastic achievement!
With such a strong emphasis on testing, no wonder we all take them very seriously. After a
WHY[PJ\SHYS`Z[YLZZM\S^LLRVMTPK[LYTL_HTPUH[PVUZT`MYPLUKZ[PÅLKHZULLaLHUKHZRLK
“why do I always get sick right after midterms?” I explained to her that when we feel
stressed, our body releases a hormone (cortisol) in order to help our brains, hearts, and
lungs function more powerfully to deal with the stressful situation. As a side effect though, other organ systems,
including our immune system, are weakened, allowing pathogens to more easily affect our bodies. While we are
Z[YLZZLK^LKVU»[MLLSZPJRI\[HZZVVUHZ^LTV]LVU[VHTVYLYLSH_LKZ[H[LVMTPUKV\YPTT\ULZ`Z[LTÄYLZ
up again to combat these pathogens, causing us to experience the symptoms of illness. Stress responses and cortisol
L]VS]LK[VOLSW\Z[YH]LYZLKHUNLYV\ZZP[\H[PVUZSPRLÄNO[PUNVMMHILHYVYY\UUPUNH^H`MYVTHTV\U[HPUSPVUI\[PU
a modern context, cortisol can sometimes cause more trouble than it helps.
Using science, we can better understand the world and ourselves. Through our magazines, blog columns, and
videos, Columbia Science Review aims to demonstrate the science embedded within our daily lives and to showcase
ZJPLU[PÄJPUUV]H[PVUZ[OH[TH`HMMLJ[V\YM\[\YL>LOVWL`V\LUQV`
Sincerely,
David Dai, Editor-in-Chief
This year has been a year of discovery-- from the groundbreaking research on gravitational
waves to Zika’s link to high levels of infant microcephaly. We detected the smallest
movements made by gravitational waves and realized how the undetected bites of mosquitos
carrying Zika virus could cause a slew of effects that we are only beginning to understand.
What is the purpose of studying gravitational waves? How do gravitational waves impact
my life? The implicit question here is “what is the purpose and value of science?” My fellow
board members Keefe and Noah could give you a better explanation for the momentous
PTWHJ[VMJVUÄYTPUN[OLL_PZ[LUJLVMNYH]P[H[PVUHS^H]LZ0U[OLZPTWSLZ[[LYTZP[»ZH^H`[V
see the world not only using traditional methods of seeing (with light!) but also with gravity.
It is discovering a new language to speak about the world. More than giving humans more information, science gives
us the tool to understand ourselves and to talk about the world.
What is the purpose of studying the Zika virus? Research on Zika virus has an emphasis on not only understanding the
world but also applying our knowledge to change the world for others, especially those who are suffering. Science
alone does not give us a basis for value in the world, but it gives us a way to understand the world and decide for
ourselves what is important. Why should we care about Zika? What does caring about Zika say about us? By caring
about diseases and how they work, this implies that we care about the people that are affected by them.
It is my hope that you read this issue of Columbia Science Review and recognize that students like you care-- they
JHYLHIV\[[OL^VYSKHYV\UK[OLTOV^P[^VYRZHUKOV^P[HMMLJ[Z`V\,UQV`
Sincerely,
Amy Xia, President
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Biases in the Brain
Tessa Thwaites
Illustration by Jenny Jihyuon Park

F

ew individuals in the United States today would
HJRUV^SLKNL[OH[[OL`HYLWYLQ\KPJLKVYKPZJYPTPUH[VY`
towards other races. Indeed, psychological surveys using
self-report have shown a steady decline of explicitly
verbalized biases and endorsement of stereotypes.
Nevertheless, other research has shown that implicit
biases—which we do not verbalize but which may still
THUPMLZ[ PU KPZJYPTPUH[PVU VY WYLQ\KPJL·YLTHPU WYLZLU[
PU [OL THQVYP[` VM PUKP]PK\HSZ ,]LU [OVZL VM H TPUVYP[`
group (e.g. Black, Hispanics, or Native Americans)
TH` OVSK PTWSPJP[ WYLQ\KPJLZ [V^HYKZ [OLPY V^U HUK
other groups. The seemingly paradoxical persistence of
unconscious biases, in spite of declining conscious biases,
OHZILJVTLHZPNUPÄJHU[X\LZ[PVUMVYYLZLHYJOLYZPUZVJPHS
psychology. More recently, neuroscientists have also
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begun to investigate the neural basis of implicit biases in
order to understand whether unique brain activations can
PSS\TPUH[L[OLKL]LSVWTLU[HUKÅL_PIPSP[`VM[OLL_WSPJP[
implicit dissociation. By understanding how our brains
unconsciously react to “different” individuals, we can begin
to bring our implicit biases into conscious awareness. In so
doing, we may be able to regulate and reduce these biases,
[OLYLI`H[[LU\H[PUNYHJPHSWYLQ\KPJLHUKKPZJYPTPUH[PVU
When looking for regions of interest in racial biases,
researchers turned to areas that have been previously
implicated in processing fear and anxiety.They reasoned that,
since interracial interactions elicit social anxiety, it is likely
that the same brain regions will be involved in processing fear
towards others. As such, much research has focused on the
amygdala, a small, almond-shaped region near the temporal
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by diversity-promoting interventions. To tackle the question
of development, a recent study directed by Eva Elzer and
her colleagues at the University of Illinois and University
of California, Los Angeles compared the amygdala activity
of children ranging in age from 4 to 16 years. Using fMRI,
the researchers found that the unique pattern of amygdala
activity to African American faces did not emerge until
HKVSLZJLUJL;OLZL ÄUKPUNZ PUKPJH[L [OH[ H[ SLHZ[ H[ [OL
neurological level, implicit racial anxieties are the result of
WYVSVUNLKZVJPHSL_WVZ\YLHUKPU[LYUHSPaH[PVUVMWYLQ\KPJPHS
norms. In other words, implicit racial biases are not innate
and may therefore be malleable to change.
The
conclusion
of
malleable neurological racial
“These
biases gives rise to the second
interventions will
current research direction:
how do diversity initiatives
ILILULÄJPHS
affect the neural activation
at the very
patterns in the amygdala? To
address this question, Telzer
fundamental
and colleagues examined
neurological
whether the racial diversity
level in reducing
of a child’s peer group (as
measured through a selfimplicit biases and
report questionnaire given
to parents), alters the child’s WYLQ\KPJLHZ^LSS
pattern of amygdala activity.
as in enhancing
Remarkably, they found that
tolerance and
decreased amygdala threatresponses to other-race faces
empathy.”
was associated with greater
peer
diversity,
thereby
suggesting that some children do not experience the
amygdala-driven fears and anxieties typical of adolescents
in the present study or of adults in Phelps’ study. Thus, we
may follow the authors in supporting initiatives to increase
peer diversity and positive inter-racial relationships. These
PU[LY]LU[PVUZ ^PSS IL ILULÄJPHS H[ [OL ]LY` M\UKHTLU[HS
UL\YVSVNPJHSSL]LSPUYLK\JPUNPTWSPJP[IPHZLZHUKWYLQ\KPJL
as well as in enhancing tolerance and empathy.
“...even if we have never had a negative
The contribution of neuroscience to understanding
the
social phenomenon of racial biases is invaluable. By
experience with an individual from another
investigating the role of the amygdala in driving implicit fear
race, we may still show heightened
and anxiety reactions to individuals from other races, research
amygdala threat reactions towards
has begun to illuminate how unconscious biases may persist
even in the face of declining explicit biases. Moreover, the
individuals from other races”
YLZLHYJOOHZJVU]LYNLKVU[OLJY\JPHSÄUKPUN[OH[PTWSPJP[
HJ[P]H[PVU WH[[LYU VM [OL HT`NKHSH ;OLZL ÄUKPUNZ OH]L biases are not innate. Rather, they come about as the result
since been replicated in a number of studies, suggesting a of extensive social experiences, through the learning of
robust role of the amygdala in implicit biases, intergroup social norms and observations of negative interactions. As
such, altering the social norms and interactions, such as by
HU_PL[`HUKWYLQ\KPJL
Nevertheless, questions remain regarding when the increasing a child’s peer and neighborhood diversity, will
amygdala comes to develop these implicit biases in help in attenuating the pernicious biases at the fundamental
activity, as well as whether the activity may be attenuated level of brain activity.
lobe. Situated at the center of the limbic system, the amygdala
is among regions that are conserved across species and
underwrite innate emotional reactions. Indeed, since the
early 20th century, the amygdala has been implicated in
innate fear responses, showing greater activity in response
to threats such as snakes, dark alleys, or even large social
groups. It is also involved in fear conditioning, in which
an innately fear-inducing stimulus (the unconditioned
stimulus, US) is paired with an innately neutral stimulus
(the conditioned stimulus, CS), such that the CS comes to
elicit the same behavioral and neurological responses as
the US.
It is perhaps through a similar mechanism of fearlearning that the amygdala is involved in socially-learned
fears. These fears (such as fears towards individuals of other
races) are thought to arise not through personal negative
experiences, but through communicated social norms and
observations of social interactions. Thus, even if we have
never had a negative experience with an individual from
another race, we may still show heightened amygdala threat
YLHJ[PVUZ [V^HYKZ PUKP]PK\HSZ MYVT V[OLY YHJLZ ;OL ÄYZ[
study to validate the role of the amygdala in racial biases
was published in 2000 by Elizabeth Phelps and her team at
New York University. The experiment employed functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to measure the brain
activity of participants when they viewed faces of either
Black or White individuals. Additionally, the researchers
collected a behavioral measure of implicit racial bias by
having participants complete the Implicit Association Test
(IAT), which measures the degree to which we hold implicit
associations between evaluative words (such as good/
bad) and social categories (in this instance, races of White/
)SHJR-VY[OLTHQVYP[`VMWHY[PJPWHU[ZHT`NKHSHHJ[P]P[`
was greater when viewing Black versus White faces.
Importantly, the amount of amygdala activation correlated
^P[O [OL KLNYLL [V ^OPJO [OL Z\IQLJ[ ZOV^LK H IPHZ PU
associating Black with bad and White with good on the
IAT. In other words, the implicit biases illuminated by the
behavioral measure were underwritten by the neurological
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ZHENRUI LIAO
ILLUSTRATION BY NINA KUMAR

M

an has always held a deep reverence for the power
VM SPNO[ HUK [OL PUÅ\LUJL P[ ZLLTZ [V ^PLSK V]LY
our lives. Sun-worship is a prominent feature in almost
all ancient religions—Ra to the Egyptians, Apollo to the
Greeks, Surya to the Hindus, and countless more. In the
Iliad, Apollo, god of the sun, lavishes his devotees with
fortune and favors. Light from the moon, in contrast,
supposedly led to strange behavior and “lunacy.”
Scientists have known for a long time that on sunny days,
SPRLÅV^LYZWLVWSL[LUK[VZ[HUK\WZ[YHPNO[LYILJVTL
more outgoing, and sport a cheerier outlook on life.
Under overcast skies or in the short daylight hours of
winter, people tend to be gloomier, more tired, and more
pessimistic on life.
However, not even the Ancients could have imagined
that light could be harnessed to control the brain,
modify behavior, and even unlock the mysteries of such
puzzling neurological disorders, such as epilepsy and
schizophrenia. There is a certain satisfying wholeness in
13
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the realization that light, once thought to cause neurological
dysfunction, or “lunacy,” might now be used to understand
and treat it through a technique called optogenetics.
Optogenetics emerged in the mid-2000s, pioneered
by Ed Boyden and Karl Deisseroth at Stanford University,
who were looking for a way to “turn off” very small and
precisely determined ensembles of neurons. The premise of
optogenetics is that researchers can use light to control the
action of neurons: to depolarize them, thereby “activating”
[OLTHUKTHRPUN[OLTTVYLSPRLS`[VÄYLVY[VO`WLYWVSHYPaL
[OLT[OLYLI`¸KLHJ[P]H[PUN¹[OLTHUKPUOPIP[PUN[OLPYÄYPUN
This may strike one as quite an incredible claim at
ÄYZ[!VULTPNO[HZROV^SPNO[·UVKPMMLYLU[MYVT[OLSPNO[
you see—affects neurons, which signal using immensely
complex electrochemical mechanisms. But actually, all
of us already naturally have neurons that respond to light:
the rod and cone cells in our eyes act as photoreceptors
converting an electromagnetic signal (such as photons from
the sun bouncing off of a painting) into a chemical signal
(neurotransmitters). Other neurons in the back of the eye
then convert these chemical signals into electrical signals,
action potentials, which are then transmitted to the brain
and processed into what we experience as vision. This
conversion, also called “transduction,” starts with opsins,
special proteins in the cell membrane that can open and
close ion channels when Vitamin A, its light-sensitive partner,
responds to light. If there is no light, the channels stay open,
and we see black; however, if enough photons are absorbed,
then the channels suddenly close, the photoreceptors stop
releasing neurotransmitters, and nearby retinal bipolar
cells shoot action potentials to the brain. Different types of
opsins can work by opening channels to let positive ions
in, activating (or depolarizing) the cell, or opening different
channels to let positive ions out or negative ions in, thereby
deactivating (or hyperpolarizing) the cell, inhibiting action
WV[LU[PHSÄYPUN
Optogenetics works in almost the same way as our
photoreceptors do. Instead of using the opsins in our eyes,
we use opsins taken from bacteria, which respond more
quickly when stimulated by light. This allows scientists to
turn neurons on and off on the scale of milliseconds. The
real trick is getting the opsins in the cells scientists want them
in; we usually use a virus to insert the gene for the opsin into
the cell. Once the opsins are in a cell, turning that cell on
and off becomes—literally—as easy as switching on a light.
This possibility is extremely exciting for scientists, as it
permits us to determine the functions of individual neurons
or classes of neurons in a network by turning them off
HUK ^H[JOPUN MVY ILOH]PVYHS KLÄJPLUJPLZ VY I` [\YUPUN
everything off and then back on one part at a time, to see
^OH[M\UJ[PVUZHYLYLZ[VYLK4VZ[ZPNUPÄJHU[S`VW[VNLUL[PJ
silencing is temporary and less invasive than lesioning
[OL IYHPU" HM[LY VIZLY]PUN H KLÄJPLUJ` ^L JHU [\YU [OL
cells back on again without permanently damaging them,
14

which is something lesion studies cannot do. For example,
if a researcher wanted to investigate the roles the different
types of interneurons in the hippocampus play in fear
learning, he could take a scalpel and try to scramble the
relevant parts of the brain. But what if the relevant parts are
individual neurons spread over a large area? In that case, a
scientist could stick an electrode into a slice of brain under a
microscope—but studying a slice isn’t the same as studying
the whole brain. On the other hand, by using optogenetics,
one could systematically target and silence each class
of interneuron one at a time, observing the effect at each
Q\UJ[\YL HUK THRPUN KLK\J[PVUZ IHZLK VU THUPMLZ[LK
SLHYUPUNKLÄJPLUJPLZ"[OPZPZWYLJPZLS`^OH[3V]L[[)HYYVUL[
al. at Columbia University did in 2014, when the authors
demonstrated that using optogenetics to inhibit somatostatin
interneurons in the hippocampus inhibited fear learning.
)\[ÄUHSS`HU`KPZJ\ZZPVUVMVW[VNLUL[PJZJHUUV[VTP[P[Z
massive translational and clinical potential. One disease in
particular that optogenetics may hold the key to is epilepsy.
Epilepsy is a seizure disorder that is still not well-understood,
but it’s thought that seizures happen when one half of the
brain sends an irregular pulse over the corpus callosum
to the other half; the other half then responds in kind, and
so on, activating a positive feedback loop not unlike a
frenzied tennis match between the two hemispheres, each
side smacking the ball back to the other court with everincreasing intensity. Historically, particularly intractable
cases of epilepsy were treated by lesioning the corpus
callosum (a procedure known as lobotomy) – unfortunately,
this procedure had severe side effects and was only used as a
last resort. Using optogenetics, Krook-Magnuson et al. have
Z\JJLZZM\SS`Z[VWWLKZLPa\YLZPUTPJLQ\Z[HZ[OL`OHWWLU
by temporarily inhibiting the corpus callosum (akin to a
“reversible lobotomy”), without permanently damaging the
otherwise useful connections involved. How optogenetics
can be used to treat other diseases remains a hot topic of
research. Some progress has also been made in treating
or mitigating the effects of degenerative diseases, such as
retinitis pigmentosa or Parkinson’s disease, by enhancing the
sensitivity of the neurons that remain. Again at Columbia
University, promising early results have been obtained in
relieving schizophrenia symptoms by reactivating neurons
known to be dormant in schizophrenia models.
Although optogenetics is already almost ten years old
(“well-established” on the academic timescale), scientists
have only recently begun investigating the myriad possible
JSPUPJHS HWWSPJH[PVUZ;OL OPNO WYLJPZPVU HUK ÄUL JVU[YVS
that optogenetics affords are becoming the norm, reducing
neuroscientists’ dependency on clumsy lesions and invasive
electrodes. Optogenetics—which once seemed no more
[OHUHUHJHKLTPJJ\YPV·OHZJVTL[VYL]VS\[PVUPaL[OLÄLSK
of neuroscience, and undoubtedly still holds many exciting
WVZZPIPSP[PLZJHWHISLVMPTWYV]PUN[OLSP]LZVMWLVWSLQ\Z[
waiting to be unlocked.
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Caring for our Most Fragile
Patients:
A Review of Bio-Inspired Technology to Help Treat
Babies with Congenital Heart Disease
Katie Kester
Illustration by Jenny Jihyuon Park

O

ur Most Fragile Patients
It’s hard to imagine tiny newborn babies having big
heart problems. But every year, about 40,000 babies,
or nearly one out of every 100 births, are born with a
congenital heart defect in the United States. A quarter of
babies born with congenital heart disease are in critical
JVUKP[PVUHUKYLX\PYLTHQVYZ\YNLY`VYV[OLYWYVJLK\YLZ
^P[OPU [OL ÄYZ[ `LHY VM SPML :VTL IHIPLZ MVY L_HTWSL
are born with the left side of the heart—the part of the
heart that pumps blood around the body—completely
underdeveloped. Other babies are born with entire valves
TPZZPUN VY THQVY HY[LYPLZ Z^P[JOLK ;OLZL IHIPLZ ^P[O
severe congenital heart disease are in an incredibly fragile
state and are completely dependent on intensive medical
intervention to survive. Many spend weeks, if not months,
in intensive care units hooked up to several machines.
During this time, their hearts, no bigger than a walnut in
size, have to undergo numerous operations. Although the
interventions can be life-saving, the treatments are intense,
and can often damage infants’ thin layers of heart tissue
or lead to potentially fatal complications, such as blood
clots. Even something as simple as the tape holding down
intravenous lines can tear newborns’ delicate skin. Thus,
the care of infants with congenital heart disease poses
a great challenge: how can we manage these complex
diseases in such fragile newborns while minimizing the
risk of causing harm?
The challenge of caring for these very sick infants has
pushed innovators to look to some unlikely places for
inspiration. In recent years, researchers have modeled
several new technologies on adaptations that plants
and animals have evolved to solve problems in their
living environments. Scientists study these systems in
nature and utilize knowledge gained from them to
develop innovative solutions to biomedical challenges.
In particular, researchers have developed bio-inspired
technologies that address several of the problems of
treating congenital heart disease in newborns, such as
the damage of medical tape to neonates’ skin, the risk of
15

blood clots, and the issue of using sutures to hold together
the fragile tissues of the heart.
“Non-Ouch” Medical Tape
Breathing machines and other monitoring devices
are crucial to the survival of newborns with congenital
heart disease. Yet the medical tape needed to secure
these important pieces of equipment to the baby can
tear and scar newborns’ sensitive skin when removed.
Unfortunately, more than 1.5 million patients are hurt by
TLKPJHS[HWLL]LY``LHY^P[OTVZ[VM[OVZLPUQ\YLKILPUN
babies and the elderly.
Recognizing this unmet need, Dr. Jeffrey Karp and
his team at Harvard Medical School set out to design a
medical adhesive that would not damage a newborn’s
skin when removed. Standard medical tape has an
adhesive side that glues to the skin. The opposite side is
not sticky, and provides the resistance needed for the tape
to be pulled off. In the new tape, Dr. Karp’s team added
a third layer in-between the adhesive layer and the nonsticky backing. The middle layer has a grid pattern etched
into the silicone, a rubber-like material that is often used
in adhesives. This middle layer allows portions of the
backing to be exposed to the adhesive layer where the
middle layer is missing, while the rest of the backing is
stuck to the middle silicone layer. When manufacturing
[OL [HWL [OL YLZLHYJOLYZ JHU HKQ\Z[ [OL NYPK SPULZ PU
order to control how much of the backing is stuck to the
adhesive layer and, therefore, how easy it is to remove the
tape. The result is that the tape stays securely in place, but,
when removed, the backing and middle layer come off
easily without damaging the delicate tissues underneath.
Interestingly, spider webs inspired the design of this
new “ouch-free” tape. Dr. Karp and his colleagues
realized that spider webs are sticky in some spots so that
the spider can catch its next meal; however, other places
remain non-sticky so that the spider can climb along the
web. Having both adhesive and non-adhesive spots, their
new tape models the spider web’s design.
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A Coating to Prevent Blood Clots and Infections
In addition to the need to be securely attached to
medical equipment, newborns with congenital heart
disease also need devices to be placed within their hearts
VY]LZZLSZ[VYLN\SH[L[OLPYISVVKÅV^-VYL_HTWSLZ[LU[Z
or small mesh tubes, are often used to open up narrow
valves. Newborn babies sometimes need replacement
valves if their original valve is damaged, absent, or too
narrow. Although these devices can save a baby’s life,
implanting these devices increases the risk of these
already fragile babies developing blood clots or infections.
Because these devices are in and around the heart, clots
on the devices can quickly move to the lungs or travel up
to the brain and cause a stroke. Furthermore, newborns
16

OH]L ^LHR PTT\UL Z`Z[LTZ [OH[ Z[Y\NNSL [V ÄNO[ L]LU
common infections and unfortunately bacterial plaques
commonly grow on stents and other implanted devices.
A group at Harvard Medical School led by Dr. Don
Ingber has been working on a solution to this problem.
The team has developed a coating to apply on existing
medical devices that repels blood and also prevents
bacteria from colonizing on the coating. The idea for
this additional top-layer on biomedical devices came
from the surface technology being developed by another
researcher at Harvard, Dr. Joanna Aizenberg, who took
inspiration from the insect-eating pitcher plant. The plant
has a coating that repels almost all materials and thus
prevents insects from being able to stick to folded leaves
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of the plant and climb out of harm’s way. Dr. Ingber’s
[LHT TVKPÄLK [OL KLZPNU VM [OL Z\YMHJL [LJOUVSVN`
to ensure that it would work well with the materials
typically used in biomedical devices. Ultimately, they
developed a coating that can be applied on approved
TLKPJHSKL]PJLZPUHZPTWSL[^VZ[LWWYVJLZZ;OL`ÄYZ[
H[[HJOHZPUNSLSH`LYVMWLYÅ\VYVJHYIVUHJVTWV\UK[OH[
OHZ WYVWLY[PLZ ZPTPSHY [V ;LÅVU H TH[LYPHS JVTTVUS`
used to coat non-stick pans. They next add a layer
VM SPX\PK WLYÅ\VYVJHYIVU H MVYT VM [OL JVTWV\UK
that has commonly been used in medicine for eye
procedures and to help ventilate newborns experiencing
respiration challenges. Tubing treated with Tethered3PX\PK 7LYÅ\VYVJHYIVU ;37 JVH[PUN H JVTIPUH[PVU VM
[OLSPX\PKHUKZVSPKWLYÅ\VYVJHYIVUOHZILLUZOV^U[V
stop clot formations in blood for over a year when kept
at physiological temperature and humidity conditions.
Furthermore, when tubing coated with TLP was cultured
with a strain of bacteria that is a common contaminant,
fewer than one in a billion bacteria stuck to the walls of
the tubing over the course of six weeks.
Although this technology still needs to undergo
additional development and testing before it reaches the
clinic, this new TLP coating presents an exciting solution
to the problems of blood clots and infections in babies
and other patients with congenital heart disease.

poly(glycerol sebacate acrylate), or PGSA. PGSA can be
used in wet environments, like that of the living heart, and
JHUHJ[\HSS`ILTHKL[VJ\YLPUÄ]LZLJVUKZ^P[O[OLHPK
of UV light. In addition, PGSA is composed of materials
that are naturally part of the human body. Because of this,
if the glue were to be used in the heart. it would safely
degrade over time. The advancement of PGSA glue could
in the future reduce the invasiveness of cardiac surgery,
since the glue can hold together moving tissues and,
therefore, could be performed without the need to stop
the heart. Moreover, PGSA glue is less time-consuming
and also less damaging than using traditional sutures, so
the glue would likely improve overall surgical results.
Conclusion: Turning to Evolution for Inspiration
In an interview with the National Institute of General
Medical Sciences about his innovations, Dr. Karp
KPZJ\ZZLK[OLPUÅ\LUJLVM[OLUH[\YHS^VYSKVUOPZ^VYR
and said, “I strongly believe that evolution is truly the best
problem solver.” A newborn with congenital heart disease
PZ Q\Z[ VUL L_HTWSL VM [OL THU` [`WLZ VM JOHSSLUNLZ
that clinicians face in taking care of patients. “Ouchfree” medical tape, TLP coating, and PGSA glue are all
examples of how biological traits that arose from evolution
can inspire clinicians and researchers to collaborate and
create designs that improve care for patients, particularly
for the most fragile ones.

Glue to Mend Damaged Hearts
Besides dealing with the complications that arise
from medical tape and medical devices, mending
cardiac tissues is the most important aspect of caring for
newborns with congenital heart disease. A beating heart
is a tricky place to try and put things together. Pediatric
cardiothoracic surgeons most often use stitches to tie in
patches or connect tissues. However, stitching tissues
together oftentimes creates damage to the very tissues
being repaired, as the needle creates small holes and
[LHYZ0UHKKP[PVU[OLWYVJLZZ[HRLZHZPNUPÄJHU[HTV\U[
of time to complete, especially on the delicate tissues of
newborns. Surgeons are forced to operate in a hurry to
minimize the amount of time young patients spend on the
heart-lung bypass machine.
Scientists and physicians, again under the guidance of
Dr. Karp, created a glue that in early animal trials was able
to adhere a patch of tissue in a beating heart. To create the
glue, Dr. Karp and his team looked to the natural world
for inspiration for an adhesive that could work in a heart.
They considered sandcastle worms, whose secretions
act as a kind of cement that clumps together materials
ÅVH[PUNI`PU[OLVJLHU[VMVYTHYLLM6MWHY[PJ\SHYUV[L
to the researchers, the worms’ secretions harden after 30
seconds, despite the wet and cold environment of the sea.
Dr. Karp and his team ultimately used a kind of
synthetic version of the sandcastle worm secretions called
17
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Moore’s Law:
The Exponential Saga

Eli Epperson
Illustration by Cecile Marie Farriaux

L

ike a plotline ripped from an
engineer’s favorite melodrama, a
group of researchers, who came to
be known as the “traitorous eight,”
HIHUKVULK[OLPYQVIZH[HSHIVYH[VY`
led by a Nobel Prize-winning physicist,
to create a new kind of electronics
JVTWHU` 0U   Q\Z[ [OYLL `LHYZ
after its founding, that electronics
company, Fairchild Semiconductor,
JYLH[LK [OL ÄYZ[ ZPSPJVU PU[LNYH[LK
circuit: a single silicon chip with a
total of four transistors. The computing
age had begun.
-P]L `LHYZ SH[LY PU [OPZ ÅLKNSPUN
epoch,
Electronics
magazine
published an article in which the
next 50 years of industrial growth
PU [OL ÄLSK VM JVTW\[LY [LJOUVSVN`
^HZMVYL[VSKPUQ\Z[HML^WHNLZ;OL
author was Gordon Moore, future
co-founder of Intel and one of the
eight, who at the time was Director
of Research and Development at
Fairchild. In the article, entitled
“Cramming
More
Components
onto Integrated Circuits,” he made
the observation that the number
of components on an integrated
circuit (IC) chip had approximately
doubled every year since 1960. This
observation was dubbed Moore’s Law
soon after, although Gordon Moore
later endorsed a doubling every two
years instead. Nevertheless, it is with
this exponential increase in mind
that companies such as Intel have
been pumping out ICs to match their
clairvoyant co-founder’s vision.
How much of an impact has this exponential growth
had on our lives? To grasp its consequences, you may only
need to reach into your pocket. The apple A8 is the IC
that comes standard on every 6th generation iPhone. The
number of transistors present on the A8: about 2 billion.
And yet, there are even more impressive integrated
circuits available. The current king is Intel’s HaswellEP microprocessor that boasts 5.69 billion transistors.
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This is a hefty increase compared to the Intel 4004, the
ÄYZ[ JVTTLYJPHSS` H]HPSHISL TPJYVWYVJLZZVY ^OPJO OHK
about 2,300 transistors.
In short, Moore could not have been more right when he
wrote in his famous 1965 article, “integrated electronics
will make electronic techniques more generally
available throughout all of society.” However, he also
envisioned another trend when he wrote, “the principle
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HK]HU[HNLZ ^PSS IL SV^LY JVZ[Z HUK NYLH[S` ZPTWSPÄLK
design.” As predicted, because of integration techniques,
the cost of electronics has also gone down dramatically.
An early personal computer, the Commodore PET,
ZVSK H[ HWWYV_PTH[LS`   <: KVSSHYZ HKQ\Z[LK MVY
PUÅH[PVU^OPSL[OLP7OVULZ7S\Z^OPJO^HZYLSLHZLK
38 years later, in 2015, was sold for $749, and included
O\UKYLKZVMTVYLMLH[\YLZ4\JO[VZVJPL[`»ZILULÄ[[OL
consequences of Moore’s Law have not only brought us
electronics that are more sophisticated and compact, but
also cheaper.
However, like the screen of an iPhone dropped from
HU` OPNOLY[OHUOPW SL]LS [OL WYLZJPLU[ WPVULLY»Z Ä]L
decades-old law has been shattered. To recognize this, it
PZ\ZLM\S[VÄYZ[\UKLYZ[HUK0U[LS»ZTHU\MHJ[\YPUNZJOLTL
Intel, which reigns as the world’s largest and highest
valued semiconductor manufacturer, operates on a twocycle, “Tick-Tock” production model. This means that
for every “tick” cycle, Intel engineers scale down their
hardware to provide a higher transistor density, allowing
MVYPUJYLHZLKWLYMVYTHUJLHUKNYLH[LYLULYN`LMÄJPLUJ`
The subsequent “tock” cycle represents improvements in
the processor microarchitecture, which is the way that the
“brain” of the computer processes commands, like reading
from and writing to memory. The tick cycle can be used
to represent Moore’s Law’s notion of transistor scaling.
Tick cycles follow a plan for transistor scaling laid out in
a set of documents called the International Technology
Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS). Semiconductor
experts across the world sponsor this plan, and giants like
Intel adhere to it. The roadmap contains a list of “nodes,”
which are basically names for the scale of transistor
fabrication processes. For example, semiconductor
companies are currently fabricating transistors according
to the 14 nm process, named after the roadmap’s 14 nm
node. However, this naming scheme presents a huge
misconception, as one might expect the names of the
nodes to correspond to the physical dimensions of a
device. Confusingly, transistors made according to the
14 nm process are not 14nm long or wide. These process
nodes refer instead to transistor density, meaning that the
14 nm process yields approximately double the transistor
density compared to the proceeding process. As Intel
works towards the process that will replace the current
14 nm one, the company anticipates their well-wound
JSVJR^PSSÄUHSS`MHS[LY
The trouble node corresponds to the 10 nm fabrication
process, which Intel originally slated to debut in 2016.
However, in 2015, the company announced it would
delay its 10 nm transition plan by a year. With Moore’s
Law in mind, Intel CEO Brian Krzanich told investors,
and the world, “the last two technology transitions have
signaled that our cadence today is closer to 2.5 years
than 2.”
19

The challenge that Intel is facing is not only keeping
up with the transistor scaling of Moore’s Law, but
also its price-scaling effect. Prior to 2011, Intel was
manufacturing a device called the complementary
metal-oxide semiconductor transistor, or CMOS. When
the device is turned on, a conductive path allows
J\YYLU[[VÅV^IL[^LLU[^VVM[OLKL]PJLZ[LYTPUHSZ
called the source and drain. While in the off state,
the device should allow no current to pass between
source and drain. However, scaling down a CMOS
inevitably moves the source and drain closer together,
THRPUN P[ TVYL KPMÄJ\S[ [V JVU[YVS [OL [YHUZPZ[VY»Z
conductive path. As a result, current can leak from the
device when it is in the off state. To counter this, Intel
switched from the CMOS to a new design that features
a different geometry, while employing the same
physical principles. This new design, called the FinFET
H JVTIPUH[PVU VM ¸-PU¹ YLMLYYPUN [V [OL KL]PJL»Z ÄU
ZOHWLKJVUK\J[P]LJOHUULSHUK¸-,;¹TLHUPUNÄLSK
effect transistor), has been in production since 2011.
However, it too has presented new problems for the
semiconductor industry. One of the biggest concerns is
that while the FinFET can be scaled down, the CMOS
is sill less expensive, creating a tradeoff between more
compact designs and cheaper ones. This is the dilemma
that semiconductor companies have found themselves
in as they try to both scale down size and reduce
cost, all the while feeling the pressure of the world’s
voracious appetite for better electronics.
There are already a few new designs that may allow
semiconductor companies to arrive at the landmarks
listed on the International Technology Roadmap for
Semiconductors. The Tunneling Field-Effect Transistor,

“...one thing is for sure: the past 50
years of Moore’s Law will continually
inspire the creation of better
electronics”
or TFET, takes advantage of the phenomenon of
quantum tunneling to achieve the same performance
as the current transistor technology, only with lower
power consumption. Another possible candidate, the
spin transistor, takes advantage of an electron’s “spin,”
a form of angular momentum, to allow for devices that
yield higher currents given the same applied voltage.
However, ways to implement these new ideas on a
commercial level have yet to be found. While it seems
the roadmap still has a few unplanned speed bumps,
one thing is for sure: the past 50 years of Moore’s
Law will continually inspire the creation of better
LSLJ[YVUPJZL]LUPMQ\Z[H[PJRILOPUK
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It’s Time to Value Disappearing Wetlands

TIANJIA LIU
ILLUSTRATION BY CLARE HUANG
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T

hough their names may be deceptively easy to the onslaught of anthropogenic damage and climate
grasp, wetlands are more than their inundated soil change.
surface. For example, wetlands can naturally perform
In the near future, wetlands will face more trouble
T\TTPÄJH[PVU YP]HSPUN [OL ^VYR VM [OL (UJPLU[ from the profound impacts of climate change. First,
Egyptians. In the twentieth century, so-called “bog men” increased soil evaporation will increase salinity and
were discovered in various bogs across Europe. The induce drought-like conditions. As a result, wetland
most famous, the Tollund Man, was discovered in 1950 area and species diversity will decrease. Worse, invasive
^OLU[OL/¥QNHHYKIYV[OLYZ^LYLJ\[[PUNWLH[MYVT[OL species that can better withstand salt and water stress
)Q¤SKZRV]KHSIVNMVYM\LS9LTHYRHIS`[OLHUV_PJHUK will thrive in drought-like conditions and with excess
acidic conditions in the bog preserved the Tollund Man nutrients, such as nitrogen. Second, melting glaciers and
down to the individual wrinkles on his face and folds in the thermal expansion of water will increase the sea level
OPZJSV[OPUN;OL/¥QNHHYKZJHSSLK[OLWVSPJLMLHYPUN[OL and drown salt marshes if they do not migrate inland fast
Tollund man a recent murder victim, but archeologist enough or are trapped in front of beachfront property.
Dr. P.V. Glob deemed that the corpse had been dead for Without these salt marshes or swamp fortresses, future
[^VTPSSLUUPHWVZZPIS`K\L[VYP[\HSPZ[PJZHJYPÄJL
storms can more catastrophically damage vulnerable
Perhaps because they are notorious for their stinky coastal cities. We need to look no further than the recent
sulfurous smell, gurgling noises, and unstable surfaces, damage infringed on New Orleans in Hurricane Katrina
wetlands often have a negative reputation, referred to or on New York and New Jersey by Hurricanes Sandy
in the vernacular in phrases such as “bogged down” and Irene, to conclude that our coasts and cities are not
or “swamped with ____.” While it is unwise for us to safe.
UH]PNH[L ^L[SHUKZ HSVUL·\USLZZ ^L ^HU[ [V QVPU [OL
The peatland, a particular type of wetland, mainly
“bog-men”—wetlands are home to some of the most comprises of partially decayed plant material. Even
diverse and productive ecological communities, such though peatlands are 3% of the Earth’s land surface, they
as the Everglades in Florida and the Pantanal in Brazil. sequester carbon dioxide and store 30% of the world’s soil
4HU`ZWLJPLZVMZOYPTWV`Z[LYZJYHIZHUKÄZOKLWLUK organic carbon. However, the smoky haze that seasonally
on the fertile, nursery-like environment of wetlands to chokes Indonesia is caused by the agricultural burning
grow, survive, and reproduce.
of peat to clear land for palm oil and paper-and-pulp
Types of wetlands include swamps, marshes, bogs, WSHU[H[PVUZ)LJH\ZLTHU`VM[OLÄYLZHYLPUWLH[SHUKZ
and fens, all of which scientists categorize based on where 10 times more methane, a more potent greenhouse
distinctive hydrology, nutrient
gas than carbon dioxide, is
content, and vegetation. The
“In the near future, wetlands emitted, the environmental,
diverse cohort of wetlands,
health, and economic impacts
will
face
more
trouble
from
the
unfortunately, is under attack
are catastrophic. While the
by a combination of human- profound impacts of climate government has evacuated its
induced and natural factors, such change.”
citizens on warships, Indonesia’s
as agriculture, tourism, overendangered orangutans are not
ÄZOPUNPUK\Z[YPHSKL]LSVWTLU[
as lucky. As of September 2015,
ÄYLZ HUK KYV\NO[ :PUJL   V]LY OHSM VM ^L[SHUKZ [OL`LHY»ZULHYS`HJ[P]LÄYLZVM[LULTP[[LKTVYL
from eastern US to Indonesia, Hong Kong, and France daily pollution than the entire United States’ average
have disappeared. Further, during colonization of the KHPS` WVSS\[PVU ;OPZ `LHY HSVUL 0UKVULZPH»Z WLH[ ÄYLZ
Americas, European settlers introduced invasive plants, emitted more carbon than all other tropical peatlands will
such as Phragmites australis (common reed) and Typha collectively accumulate in the next 22 years. Adding to
angustifolia (cattail), which have been outcompeting the already dangerous levels of global atmospheric CO2,
UH[P]LZWLJPLZ:PUJL[OLUKYHPUPUNHUKÄSSPUN^L[SHUKZ now over 400 ppm, agricultural burning in peatlands
MVY PUK\Z[YPHS KL]LSVWTLU[ WYVQLJ[Z SPRL 5L^ 6YSLHUZ will only accelerate climate change.
Unless agricultural burning of peatlands is curtailed,
or John F. Kennedy Airport have decreased the potential
productivity and services of wetlands. Swamps and the world will suffer from health consequences and
salt marshes protect coastlines and nearby cities from greenhouse gas emissions. Unless we cease polluting
tropical storms and hurricanes by acting as a sponge. and building infrastructure in coastal wetlands, storms
Because salt-tolerant plants are anchored to shorelines, will more severely damage our coasts. If we want to
they slow down water movement, while preventing soil survive climate change, policymakers must grow the
erosion and trapping pollutants and excess nutrients. economy without destroying wetlands. Everyone must
However, these coastal wetlands, such as Jamaica Bay, step up, protect, and rehabilitate our existing wetlands
a salt marsh in New York City, are struggling to survive and value the wealth of services they provide.
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Constructing a Brain from Scratch:
Noah Gallant
Illustration by Kimberly Shen
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Re-Engineering the
Modern Artificial Neural Network
I

magine a computer system that harnessed the full power
of our own brains to predict and model human behavior.
([ ÄYZ[ [OPZ ZV\UKZ H IP[ ZJHY` I\[ PM HJJVTWSPZOLK ^L
would have a tool that could understand and replicate
human thought and learning. This would revolutionize
economic simulation, crime prediction and analysis,
and disaster prevention and relief, to name a few. As
a result, understanding and modeling the brain has
long been a mission of scientists. In the 1950s, this
became the obsessive goal of esteemed Massachusetts
Institute of Technology scientists John von Neumann,
Norbert Weiner, Walter Pitts, Jerome Lettvin, and Warren
McCulloch. As the world was revolutionized by the creation
of the conventional computer, a product of their previous
work, the “cyberneticists” aimed to re-engineer the brain.
They desired to develop a logical and mathematical
understanding of neurological concepts. Their work formed
the foundation of modern computer architecture and steered
[OL ÄLSK VM UL\YVSVN` H^H` MYVT -YL\KPHU Z[HUKHYKZ [V H
TVYLIPVSVNPJHS[OV\NO[IHZLKÄLSK/V^L]LYUV[]LY`SVUN
after they had begun, a roadblock in their mission became
apparent. As they reduced the mechanics of the biological
brain to a simple mechanism for universal computation, the
insides of the brain became irrelevant. Their conception of
simple neuron logic could be applied to virtually anything,
resulting in a system too simple to explain the brain. Thus, the
cyberneticists lost hope in trying to model human thought,
ideation, and learning.
The concept they ultimately created is called a “neural
UL[^VYR¹ ;OPZ [LJOUVSVN` ILJHTL H WPSSHY PU [OL ÄLSK VM
machine learning. The computational mechanism allowed
programs and computers to learn in a similar fashion to our
own brains. Neural networks became incredibly powerful
prediction tools and have been used to conduct pattern
recognition activities, such as detecting anomalies in hospitalpatient data, doing linguistic analysis, and even modeling
material behavior. The use of neural networks has strayed
farther and farther from the cyberneticists’ original goal of
explaining the brain.
The neural network is a set of connected cells, or
“neurons,” that only exist in on and off states. When a neuron
turns on, it sends a signal through its outgoing connections to
other neurons. Each neuron then has an activation function,
which takes its inputs, and decides if it will turn on. This
HY[PÄJPHSUL\YHSUL[^VYR\ZLZJPYJ\P[Y`VYWYVNYHTZ[VTPTPJ
the functionality of neurons. Once assembled with the right
connections, activation functions, and with a given dataset,
UL\YHS UL[^VYRZ HYL HISL [V YLJVNUPaL VIQLJ[Z PU PTHNLZ
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behavior. Facebook and Google implement these networks
on a large-scale basis to interpret their massive amounts of
user data.
The mechanics of the neural network have continuously
evolved over the years to improve prediction accuracy and
to optimize processing ability for various applications. This
PZ YLHZVUHISL HZ [OL HY[PÄJPHS UL\YHS UL[^VYR ^HZ JYLH[LK
to use the brain’s learning mechanisms to assist practical
machine learning. Contemporary attempts to model human
ILOH]PVY^P[OUL\YHSUL[^VYRZVWLYH[LI`HKQ\Z[PUNKH[H[V
account for human error and personal thought processes.
Unfortunately, this shows how the neural network is not
being used like we use our brains because, given stimuli, the
most biologically accurate neural network should reproduce
our own decisions. So, what if we were to return to the origin
of the neural network? What if, using contemporary research,
ideas, and a bit of logic, we could create a machine learning
tool that learns from and reacts to stimuli more analogous
to the way humans do? We could create a tool for
understanding, predicting, and modeling human brainpower.
<S[PTH[LS` ^L ZLLR [V YLLUNPULLY [OL TVKLYU HY[PÄJPHS
neural network and to create a system that best models our
understanding of the brain’s anatomic mechanisms. The
cyberneticists showed the neural network is the basis of all
thought and has virtually unlimited computational power.
By re-designing its contemporary equivalent so that it grows,
adapts, and becomes the instinctual processor we all have
in our heads, we can work toward the pivotal mission
that was forgot when neural networks became a machine
learning concept.
The basis of current neural network learning is
“backpropogation.” Backpropogation, more formally known
as backward propagation through time, is the mechanism
by which a neural network updates its internal values to
better interpret its data. Backpropogation learning allows the
UL\YHSUL[^VYR[VSLHYUL]LUHZP[JSHZZPÄLZVYYLZWVUKZ[V
data. In essence, backpropogation changes the weights of the
connections between neurons based on how drastically the
data put in affects the output of those neurons. The weight
values are then used to determine how much one neuron’s
state should affect the next neuron’s state. Ultimately the
success of the algorithm hinges upon the neuron’s activation
functions being differentiable, which really means that neuron
values, which in the human brain are on or off, need to be on
a continuum for backpropogation to work. Thus, we can see
^OLYL [OL HY[PÄJPHS UL\YHS UL[^VYR YLHSS` ILNPUZ [V KL]PH[L
from the cyberneticists’ initial ideas of the logic of the brain.
Additionally, these activation functions need to be set during
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the creation of the network to accommodate the type and
arrangement of data coming into the system. As a whole
[OL JVU]LU[PVUHS SLHYUPUN HSNVYP[OT VM TVKLYU HY[PÄJPHS
neural networks is a roadblock on our mission for a more
biologically accurate system.
>OPSL IHJRWYVWVNH[PVU HSSV^Z HU HY[PÄJPHS UL\YHS
network to learn, the beauty of the biological neural network
is its natural ability to develop and grow when given data.
When we take a step back and look at our goal, to create
an instinctual system that generates its own understanding
and interpretation of data, backpropogation does not quite
make sense. So, while the brain uses a similar form of
backpropogation, it might actually be more advantageous
to create a learned system analogous to how nature does:
through evolution.
This is the idea behind “neuroevolution.” In
neuroevolution, algorithms randomly alter the neural
network until optimal values are found. This computation is
much akin to the natural selection process which created the
human brain over millions of years. A multitude of research
uses these algorithms to optimize backpropogation and, in
some cases, to choose numbers of neurons and help decide
[OL^LPNO[ZVMZWLJPÄJJVUULJ[PVUZ;OLJVTWSL_P[`VM[OLZL
systems is high, and many random calculations, especially
with the continuous valued weights, create a slow system
that is easily outpaced and overshadowed by optimized
backpropogation networks. However, it is not our mission

to necessarily create a brain that learns how we learn, as
we remain far from actually understanding its mechanics.
Rather, we can utilize the neuroevolutionary ideologies
to help us mimic the natural processes that produced the
O\THU IYHPU 0U [OPZ ZLUZL \ZPUN ZWLJPÄJ KH[H ^L JHU
“grow” brains to cater to the desired environment without
needing to understand or dictate where or how memory
forms, when to run certain processes, or how to dictate
responses. This may seem like a preposterous idea, but given
the right “set-up” our neuroevolutionary network certainly
could thrive.
In order to understand how we might simulate evolution
to generate complex organs, like the human brain, it helps
to look at the Game of Life. Far different from the popular
board game, the Game of Life was conceived by John Horton
Conway (currently Professor Emeritus of Mathematics at
Princeton University) in 1970. The “game” is played on a
grid with only four rules. Given a cell on the grid and a timestep: any live cell with fewer than two live neighbors dies, as
if caused by under-population; any live cell with two or three
live neighbors lives on to the next generation. This incredibly
ZPTWSLNHTLNP]LU[OLYPNO[HKQ\Z[TLU[ZJHUZPT\SH[LVY
compute anything, like our neural mechanisms. In fact,
given the right set of rules, a “cellular automaton” like this
can even produce random numbers. Even more fascinating,
the pattern produced by that set of rules is found on common
seashells. Perhaps I digress, but seeing the naturalness and
utility in cellular automata like these points to their potential
usefulness in neuroevolution.
Unfortunately, automaton computation requires an
PTTLUZLHTV\U[VMPUP[PHSJVUÄN\YH[PVU^OPJOPZWYLJPZLS`
what we are seeking to avoid. Hope is not lost! We can
create our own version of Life starting with a basic neural
network of two neurons connected by random values.
Our input data and expected output mold this system by
strengthening connections between neurons with the
correct states and weakening those with incorrect neurons.
We can dictate the cyberneticists’ neural logic and, if we
grow and decay our system corresponding to the correctness
and incorrectness of network predictions, we end with the
theoretic approximation of both cellular life and death and
“natural” selection, which could theoretically (eventually)
produce any form of brain we wanted. Using any set of
JSHZZPÄHISLKH[H^LJV\SK[OLUNYV^HUL\YHSUL[^VYR[V
the desired point of “intelligence.”
Using these various ideas from mathematics, neurology,
and biology we have an approximation of what could
possibly form the ultimate prediction and modeling tool
VM V\Y IYHPUZ ;OH[ ILPUN ZHPK ^L HYL KLÄUP[LS` ZVTL
ZJPLU[PÄJSLHWZH^H`MYVTJYLH[PUNHJJ\YH[LIYHPUZ`Z[LTZ
Nonetheless, the concepts from the original cyberneticists
HUK[OLWYVTPZLVMOH]PUN[OLHIPSP[`[VNYV^KLÄULL_WHUK
and explore our own brainpower cannot be overshadowed
as neural networks become a tool for data mining and
machine learning.
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The Benefits of Implementing Heroin-Assisted
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H

eroin dependency has always been a controversial
topic in the United States; however, its increased
visibility in the media today has prompted new
questions regarding its medical treatment. Although a
large quantity of heroin is required to cause overdoseinduced death,
heroin-related deaths have been
on the rise in the last decade; it is estimated that in
North America, heroin-related deaths have increased
from 0.7 deaths per 100,000 in 2010 to 2.7 deaths per
100,000 in 2013. It must be noted, however, that a
“heroin-related death” means that heroin metabolites
were found during autopsy, and thus may or may not
have been an active agent at the time of death. Nearly
75% of these deaths also involved other substances in
addition to heroin, typically alcohol or a barbiturate,
which have multiplicative effects that can drastically
increase the risk of overdose. Regardless, it is clear that
using illicit heroin on its own is risky; illicit heroin has
a purity ranging from 11-72%, which means that it is
often “cut” with other, potentially toxic substances.
Intravenous administration in a non-sterile environment
with non-sterile tools (e.g., unclean needles) adds to the
risk of illicit heroin use, as it can increase the chances
of infection and spread diseases such as Hepatitis C
and HIV. Heroin-dependent users thus face a series of
dangers through their illicit drug use, which may impact
their quality of life and even increase their risk of death.
Current treatment options for heroin dependency
include opioid substitution therapies such as oral
methadone maintenance treatment (MMT), oral
buprenorphine maintenance (BMT), and naltrexone
therapy. In these treatments, heroin-dependent users
receive regular doses of a substitute opioid and thus
can spend less time on drug-related activities. Patients
may eventually withdraw from the medication if they
choose; however, this is not necessary. Both MMT
and BMT have been well-regarded by the American
ZJPLU[PÄJ JVTT\UP[` HZ [OL ILZ[ TLKPJHS VW[PVUZ MVY
treating heroin dependency; however, many heroindependent users—particularly those that have used
heroin for years—may not want to switch to a different
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drug that utilizes a different route of administration, and
[OLYLMVYLÄUK[OLZLVW[PVUZ\UHWWLHSPUN0[^V\SKZLLT
then that a more palatable option for many of these
patients could involve using heroin itself to treat their
dependency. In the United States, unfortunately, there
is the wrongful notion that heroin itself is an unhealthy
medication because of the reported dangers of illicit
heroin use and its addictive potential, so administration
of the drug has not been offered as a form of treatment.
All of these aforementioned dangers can be mitigated
through the medical use of pure heroin accompanied
by detailed instructions on possible drug interactions,
which is done for the use of other drugs including other
opioids.
Heroin-assisted treatment (HAT) is a harm reduction
service that has already been tested with promising
outcomes in half a dozen countries, including
Switzerland, the Netherlands, Germany, the United
Kingdom, Spain, and Canada. Not only were the results
overwhelmingly positive, but they also show that HAT
was more effective for the patient and more cost-effective
for society than any single opioid substitution therapy.
Essentially, these countries would set up authorized
clinics, and selected heroin-dependent users would
attend these clinics daily (up to three times a day) to be
NP]LU[OLPYKVZLZVMOLYVPUMVYZLSMPUQLJ[PVUPUHJSLHU
HUKZ\WLY]PZLKLU]PYVUTLU[3HYNLZJHSL/(;^HZÄYZ[
implemented by Switzerland in the mid 1990s as a harm
reduction research trial for heroin-dependent users who
did not respond to any other form of treatment. After
approximately three years, investigators reported a high
rate of treatment retention, improvement in patients
with severe physical or mental problems, weight gain
in underweight patients, improvement in social and
housing situations, a reduction in crime, and a reduction
in street drug use. After these results, treatment began
on a non-experimental basis in 1999. A meta-analysis
of mortality (deaths) from 1994-2000 showed that
the crude mortality rate of heroin-dependent users
PU /(; ^HZ HWWYV_PTH[LS` OHS]LK ^P[O [OL THQVY
causes of death being HIV/AIDs from infection before
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[YLH[TLU[ PUP[PH[PVU HUK \UPU[LU[PVUHS PUQ\Y` ( ZP_
year follow-up of the initial patients showed that their
improvements in social and housing situations and
reduction in criminality had been retained, along with
an improvement in economic status.
Despite these positive effects, this follow-up study
paradoxically found an increase in unemployment
for former HAT patients. Franziska Güttingerr, one of
the chief architects of the study, attributes this to the
social stigma against hiring people who use HAT or
substitution therapies. Further studies show that this
may be the case; a study conducted in Ontario, Canada
soon after its own HAT research was successfully
conducted found that 40% (n=355) of the population
surveyed disagreed that HAT should be made available
[V PUQLJ[PVU KY\N \ZLYZ KLTVUZ[YH[PUN [OL WVSHYP[` VM
public opinion still present in countries where HAT has
been tested. For the 60% that did agree, there was a
ZPNUPÄJHU[ WVZP[P]L HZZVJPH[PVU ^P[O OPNOLY LK\JH[PVU
support of needle exchange in prison, view of illicit
drug users as ill people, and agreement that drug users
are in need of public support; in other words, the
individuals that had a positive opinion towards HAT
were both well-educated and saw drug dependency as
a public health problem. As more of society begins to
view HAT as a public health effort, social stigma will

be minimized, allowing for the maximization of the
treatment’s potential for heroin-dependent users.
While the United States is behind in HAT research, a
newly published study on Americans’ attitudes towards
harm reduction services by Kulesza et al. (2015) found
[OH[ [OL V]LY^OLSTPUN THQVYP[` VM Z\Y]L` WHY[PJPWHU[Z
ZH^ PUQLJ[PVU KY\N \ZLYZ HZ ULLKPUN OLSW YH[OLY [OHU
W\UPZOTLU[" [OL THQVYP[` HSZV Z\WWVY[LK [OL \ZL VM
government resources to fund harm reduction. It is
important to note, however, that there is far greater
support for needle-syringe exchange programs than HAT,
which has been attributed to the increased awareness
of needle-syringe exchange programs. Furthermore,
this support for needle-syringe exchange programs is
considered to have contributed to the increased use of
these programs on a local and state level. Increasing
awareness of HAT in the United States thus may not
only be key to changing the social stigma of this harm
reduction service but its implementation as well.
Given the potential success of this type of treatment,
HAT could be the therapy that the country needs in
order to curb the rise of heroin-related deaths. There is
OVWL[OH[W\ISPJLK\JH[PVUVM/(;»ZILULÄ[ZTH`SLHK[V
the initiation of HAT-based programs and the protection
of the heroin-dependent population from preventable
diseases and potentially fatal chemical interactions.
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